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IQware introduces IQrez: 

Online reservations made ez 
IQrez is a robust online booking engine solution  

that integrates any Web site with IQware’s Global PMS — 

seamlessly providing real-time room inventory, specials, 

packages and a-la-carté deals via a user-friendly interface. 

 

 

 

DEERFIELD BEACH, FLA. — November 24, 2009 — IQware is pleased to unveil its 

leading-edge IQrez online reservation system that tightly integrates with clients’ Web sites and 

empowers customers to make their own reservations through an easy-to-use, interface seamlessly 

integrated with IQware’s Global Property Management System. 

 

“IQrez dramatically increases the speed and ease-of-use of making reservations by doing just 

about everything on one screen — saving guests from getting bogged down in the usual  

multiple-page process they have come to dread,” says David Perkins, President & CEO of 

IQware. “With IQrez your customers can plan and book their vacation itineraries by specific 

dates, and at the same time book the special amenities and activity packages they are interested 

in — all in real time, seamlessly integrated into the look and feel of your Web site.” 

 

IQrez makes the online reservation process so easy and painless that it encourages the purchase 

of value-added products and services. 

 

“In many cases, IQrez generates a 75% or greater boost in bottom-line profitability to the 

property from each customer,” Perkins notes. “IQrez puts more heads in beds and bolsters your 

bottom line.” 
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Incremental Sales Boost 
“IQrez provides an ideal consumer experience,” according to Francois Greffard, IQware’s  

VP of Operations. “Our proprietary technology focuses entirely on the user experience — 

dramatically enhancing the speed, seamlessness and ease of use of online reservations.”  

 

Because customers now can book their reservations more easily and quickly, they are more 

inclined to look at other offerings on your Web pages, including specials and packages  

as well as a-la-carté product and service offerings. 

 

“Customers buy more because the interface is clean and clear, resulting in greatly increased 

incremental sales to the property,” Perkins adds. “And because IQrez ties Web sites directly into 

the IQware Global Property Management System, everything happens in real time — room 

inventories are always current and accurate. 

 

 

Seamless Integration 

“We’ve given a lot of thought to how IQrez integrates with the IQware Global PMS to 

maximize the benefits it can deliver,” notes Greffard.  

 

The IQrez Specials & Packages engine gives properties the ability to link specials on their Web 

sites with specific rate codes in the IQware Global PMS. Properties also can set up promotional 

codes, or hidden specials, accessible only through code redemption or direct links, creating even 

more specialized marketing opportunities. 

 

To further drive incremental revenue and increase sales, IQrez implements a-la-carté 

functionality for booking additional products and services. All transactions are immediately 

reflected in the IQware Global PMS, making tracking a snap.  



 

With IQrez, management companies can let their customers conduct searches across multiple 

properties. Each of these properties might be running its own separate IQware Global PMS, but 

IQrez takes care of providing the correct integration. 

 

In addition, Condo/Vacation Rental search functionality is ideal for companies that manage 

various unit types across a broad range of buildings, villas, homes and other facilities. Group, 

Condo Owner, Timeshare/Vacation Club and Travel Agent booking modules are available, and 

all feature the same seamless integration with the core IQware Global PMS. 

 

Customer & Results Driven 
In 2009, IQrez will facilitate well over $100 million in online reservations booked directly 

through the Web sites of client properties, according to Perkins. “This means you have control of 

your customers and can manage closer relationships for future business.” 

 

With analytics integration and immediate access to them, properties have much more 

information at their fingertips about their customers, from knowing where the transaction came 

from to understanding the booking actions of customers. 

 

Analytics are key to growth in profitability, says Greffard. IQrez is integrated with Omniture 

SiteCatalyst and Google Analytics, so it delivers detailed ROI data for better real-time  

decision-making. 

 

Answering questions related to where customers arrive from, be it from Google searches or a 

travel Web site, helps in better understanding the success of marketing efforts. Knowing if a 

visitor to the Web site completes bookings on the site or abandons the site before booking helps 

in better understanding the online sales cycle and can aid in creating more successful specials, 

packages and a-la-carté offerings. 

 

 

 



eCommerce & Marketing Tools 
IQware keeps extending its core IQware Global Property Management System with integrated 

solutions that help its partners better manage and optimize all revenue channels, decrease 

operational costs, increase margins and enhance customer service and satisfaction.  

 

IQrez, IQmail, IQsem and IQlink are IQware’s “Fantastic Four” revenue-generating modules. 

More news on IQmail, IQsem and IQlink will be coming later this year, but here’s a closing 

snapshot of just a few of the bottom-line features and benefits of IQrez: 

 

 Integrated solution promotes each property and all amenities and packages; 

 Secure reservations; 

 Direct integration with the IQware Global PMS allows immediate online 

inventory delivery; 

 Focuses entirely on the user experience by dramatically increasing the speed and 

ease-of-use of the online reservation process; 

 Displays rooms, availabilities and rates in real time — based on defined 

occupancy priorities and yield management strategies; 

 Provides multi-language support; and 

 Handles advanced inventory scenarios including: Multi-properties, Condo/ 

Vacation Rental, Group, Timeshare/Vacation Club and Travel Agent booking.  

 

About IQware 
Deerfield Beach, Fla.-based IQware has been “Helping Hospitality Partner With 

Intelligence
SM

” for 25 years. Today, more than 5,000 end users utilize IQware software to help 

best market and manage more than 120,000 rooms generating more than $3.5 billion in gross 

room revenue. IQware brings with it more than 300 years of combined experience managing 

hospitality properties and developing and supporting related software. “Built By Hoteliers For 

Hoteliers,” IQware’s Global Property Management System and more than two dozen add-on 

modules optimize operations at properties of all types − limited- and full-service hotels, resorts, 

condo-hotels, vacation rental and timeshares − and all sizes − from regional hotel chains to 

multi-property management companies to small independents IQware is Your Single-Source 

Technology Partner through ongoing customized training, user-driven technology development, 

24x7 support and lifetime software upgrades. Looking for a competitive edge? Look no further. 

IQware “Helps Hospitality Better Find, Book, Host, Know & Keep Clients.” IQware solutions 

offer numerous ROI-generating tools including e-marketing, four-tier yield management, IQrez, 

packages, loyalty points, IQDestinations and IQlink — which pushes your existing PMS 

inventory directly to the most effective and profitable Intranet, GDS and Extranet channels. 

IQware also provides Point Of Sale, Sales & Catering, Online Reservations, Spa Management, 

Marina Management, Central Reservations System and e-CRM electronic (Customer 

Relationship Management solutions). IQware takes technology partnering to a new level − just 

ask our ever-expanding family of clients conducting business in two dozen countries. For more 

information, visit www.iqwareinc.com or call (877) 698-5151. 
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More IQrez Screengrabs 
 
 

 

IQrez Search Integrated Into Website



 

 

IQrez Multi-Property Results 



 

IQrez Room Reservation Form 

 


